Prep All‐Star Team versus Regular All‐Star Team
Prep and Regular All‐Star Team routines are skill level based and designed for the safety of the athlete and team. The
main difference between the two is less involvement from a financial and time standpoint. From a routine
standpoint, the Prep All‐Star routines are shorter and limited skill wise for safety.
1. Prep Teams are designed for individuals that have limited to no experience. We spend a few extra months
teaching the basic stunting, tumbling, and cheerleading skills. Members can expect to learn a routine around
September and work to compete with that routine in January.
2. Regular Teams are designed for members that have at least a year of competitive or similar experience. These
teams will start with skill development based on the level of the team, complete a routine over the summer, and
compete with the routine in December.
Team Placements ‐ May 8 & 9, 2020* (*times are based off age – you only attend one day)
1. Parents will complete the proper paperwork that we will have at the front desk and/or at the door.
2. Our Coaches will evaluate the student's current skills in groups of 15‐20. It only takes about 25 minutes to
complete the process. It is a very relaxed atmosphere the entire time!
3. We will place the student on a team based off the student’s skills, age, and ability.
4. The results will be posted on our website on Sunday morning.
5. Parent meetings will be the following Monday and Tuesday (exact times are posted with the results).
Financial Commitment
We have two separate accounts that handle the fees:
1. Coaching Fee Account
a. Coaching Fees are simply gym practice fees, and they are $65.00/month for Prep Teams and
$110.00/month for Regular All‐Star Teams. Customers have the option to pay in one lump sum or divide
it into affordable monthly payments.
2. Python Account
a. The Python Account, a nonprofit booster account, handles all competition payments, uniforms, and
everything outside of coaching fees.
b. Based off this year 2019‐20, the Python Account fees were:
Regular
Prep
Deposit
$225.00
$100.00
(Applied to competition fees)
All‐Star Fee
$25.00
$25.00
Choreography w/ Music
$198.00
$100.00
(Routine)
Apparel
$40.00
$20.00
Uniform
$230.00
$120.00
Competitions
***
***
***Competition dates are released by the event producers in June/July each year. Once the dates are released,
we establish the competitions based off location, reputation, compatibility and etc. for our program. We take
the price of the competitions and add up the total cost, subtract out the deposit that the customer has made in
June, and then break it down into affordable monthly payments (August – February). These payments will also
include the hair bow, goodie bag, ballroom rental at competitions, end of the year trophy, banquet, and food.
Fundraising, Corporate Sponsors & Scholarships
1. All fees can be offset by our organized fundraisers, corporate sponsors & scholarships. Here are some of our
current totals:
a. Fundraisers ‐ $43,000
b. Corporate Sponsors ‐ $27,000
c. Scholarships
i. United offer six “Granny Davis Memorial” $500.00 Scholarships
ii. Jasmine Williams Memorial "Python" $500.00 Scholarship
Other Resources
1. Our FAQs are here: https://unitedcheerleading.com/all‐stars#FAQ
2. All‐Star videos and level: https://unitedcheerleading.com/all‐stars/videos

Be prepared to learn more than just cheerleading skills; be prepared to learn many lifelong lessons including
Teamwork, Discipline, & Creating Friendships!!!
“No Skills Requires, Just the Heart to Be a Champion!”

